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Abstract
This article helps you the study of various approaches used in the sentiment analysis on the based of Hybrid approaches, lexicon

based approaches and machine learning based approaches..
Keywords: Hybrid; Lexicon; Machine Learning
Hybrid for Sentiment Analysis

M Anagha., et al. (2015) introduced a hybrid technique for ex-

tracting sentiments from the reviews of Malayalam film [1]. The

recommended scheme combined Machine Learning and Fuzzy
Logic for sentiment analysis. The recommended approach was
used for the tagging of input file. The tags were given by TnT tag-

ger. The recommended approach used some specific rules for
handling the exemptions. The sentiments were extracted using

Fuzzy membership functions. The tested outcomes demonstrated
the efficiency of the recommended approach in decision making

regarding a review. It was required to insert sentiment terms for
novel fields. The future work would be based on the automatic pro-

duction of sentiment lexicons. This phenomenon would decrease
manual involvement in dictionary preservation.

Amira Shoukry., et al. (2015) proposed a hybrid technique for

sentiment analysis of Egyptian language Tweets [2]. The recom-

mended scheme combined machine learning and SO (semantic
orientation) approaches for this purpose. The achieved tested re-

sults showed noteworthy enhancement in different performance
parameters. Thus, these results confirmed the efficacy of the rec-

ommended scheme in the sentence level sentiment analysis. Some

more efforts would be made in the nearby future for creating a

more wide-ranging list of positive and negative sentiment terms.
This work would improve the performance of semantic orientation
scheme for sentiment analysis.

Ping Han., et al. (2016) recommended a hybrid approach for

extracting sentiment words. The recommended approach was

the combination of lexicon-based and similarity-based technique

[3]. The sentiment polarity of small message was obtained using

semantic rules and emoticons. Semantic rules based on Chinese
language were used in this work. The sentiment based and similarity based techniques were combined together for the extraction
of sentiment terms. Also, Emoticons revised the achieved results

one more time. The tested outcomes depicted that the recommend-

ed scheme efficiently classified dual sentiments. The words from

micro blogs were used in this work for validating the accuracy of
the recommended scheme. The recommended approach could be

generalized and implemented easily on other small texts based on
Chinese language.

Farkhund Iqbal., et al. (2019) recommended a hybrid system

for sentiment analysis using genetic algorithm based feature reduction [4]. The recommended approach integrated lexicon-based
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methods and machine learning methods for improving accuracy
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Orestes Appel., et al. (2016) recommended a hybrid technique

and scalability in sentiment analysis. The size of feature set could

for analyzing sentiments. The recommended approach combined

pared with other popular feature reduction approaches such as

sentiment analysis [7]. At first, a hybrid typical classification was

be reduced up to 42% without affecting the accuracy by the recommended hybrid system. The recommended approach was comPCA (Principal Component Analysis) and LSA (Latent Semantic

Analysis) in this work for performance analysis. The obtained re-

sults depicted that the recommended approach achieved enhanced

accuracy rate of 15.4% and 40.2% over PCA and LSA approaches
respectively. The future work would be focused on the expansion of
this system for cyber-intelligence. This system would assist to gen-

erate suggestions for regulatory bodies on the basis of users’ views.

semantic rules, fuzzy sets, unsupervised machine learning algo-

rithms and a sentiment lexicon modified by the Senti-WordNet for
performed. This approach was converted into a Hybrid Advanced
approach through modification. This approach integrated linguistic classification of semantic polarity. Fuzzy sets were used here to

model the polarity of sentiments. The recommended approach was
used for computing the polarity of a particular text and a standard
openly existing dataset based on film review.

Vani Kansal., et al. (2019) recommended a hybrid Approach

Mariam Biltawi., et al. (2017) recommended a hybrid approach

for financial sentiment analysis using Artificial Intelligence and

pus based methods. The main objective of this approach was to

tive, negative and neutral sentiments. However, cuckoo search al-

for classifying the sentiments of Arabic dialect [5]. The recommended approach was the combination of lexicon based and corpresent review for CBS (Corpus Based Approach) just like it repre-

sented in LBM (Lexicon Based Approach). In order to achieve this
aim, the polarity words were replaced with their equivalent tag

‘POS’ (Positive) or ‘NEG’ (Negative) in the lexicon. Several classification models were compared in this work for performance evalua-

tion. The tested outcomes depicted that the recommended scheme
performed better than CBA. The recommended scheme achieved
maximum accuracy rate of 96.34%. However, the research work is
still going on additional datasets for expanding lexicons, and improving some classification model using just general words.

A. Haripriya., et al. (2018) recommended a hybrid technique to

carry out real-time sentiment analysis of highly trending incidents
on the basis of location [6]. Several sentiment lexicons, unigram

Cuckoo Search [8]. Initially, the training of ANN (Artificial Neural

Network) based sentiment analysis model was done to get posigorithm was recommended in this work due to some limitations

of this classifier. Optimizing the fetched attributes with a new fit

function was the main aim of this algorithm. The recommended al-

gorithm returned suitable feature sets on the basis of positive and
negative sentiments. Every sentiment analysis model required an
optimization method due to the occurrence of rough data. However, the recommended system used different pre-processing techniques for improving the data. The future work would involve dif-

ferent types of optimization techniques. In addition, more efforts
would be made to deal with sarcastic tweets.
Lexicon based for sentiment analysis

Hunaida Awwad., et al. (2017) proposed a hybrid stemming

and bi-gram language paradigm with different machine learning

scheme for improving lexicon oriented sentiment analysis (SA) in

achieved outcomes was carried out for verifying the performance

light stemmers collectively. The implementation of recommended

algorithms (e.g. Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine) were
combined together for study in this work. The evaluation of the

of the recommended system on the basis of several metrics. The
recommended system outperformed the other location based existing systems in terms of accuracy. The future work would be fo-

cused on extending the recommended system to multiple dialects
with emoticons. Also, more lexicons could be discovered for classifying polarity.

Arabian language [9]. In order to improve the chances of sentiment
text’s discovery, the recommended scheme used root-based and

scheme was carried out on two datasets and four lexicons. The rec-

ommended scheme was compared with root-based stemmer and

light stemmers independently. The achieved outcomes depicted
that the recommended scheme outperformed the other approaches in terms of accuracy when these approaches were used individually.
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Annet John., et al. (2019) recommended context based senti-

ment analysis using hybrid lexicon. This work combined a wideranging lexicon and domain based lexicon along with other con-

Machine learning for sentiment analysis
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Mohammed H. Abd El-Jawad., et al. (2018) compared several

textual sentiment adjustment rules for improving the sentiment

machine learning and deep learning algorithms for performance

larity of the word articulated in the lexicon could be differed from

to classify sentiments. A dataset containing over 1 million tweets

based tweets’ classification [10]. The main aim here was to handle

the context based polarity of tweet. In such a case, the previous pothe polarity articulated in the tweet. The tested outcomes demon-

strated that the recommended approach outperformed the other
existing approaches in terms of different performance metrics.
This work would be extended in nearby future by integrating more
flexible sentiment rules.

Rezvaneh Rezapour., et al. (2017) recommended and assessed

an improved model for SA (sentiment analysis) [11]. In order to
enhance the accurateness of SA, the recommended model integrat-

ed informative hashtags into a lexicon. The tweets were collected

analysis [13]. Moreover, a novel hybrid model was recommended
in this work. This model used text mining and neural networks
gathered from five fields was used in this work. The training and

testing of the recommended model was carried out using 75% and

25% part of the dataset The recommended model outperformed
other existing approaches in terms of accuracy (83.7%). The fu-

ture work would be focused on combining sentiments and text for

analyzing sentiments. In addition, a hybrid classification technique
would be implemented in nearby future for sentiment analysis of
Arabic tweets.

Megha Rathi., et al. (2018) classified emotions on the basis of

regarding every contender of president post prior to year 2016 in

data collected from twitter. The ensemble machine learning algo-

used. On the basis of these tweets, the ranking was given to the con-

approach was recommended for sentiment analysis. This approach

general election held in USA. In order to detect the polarity of every
post, the symbol ‘# informed’ LBA (Lexicon Based Approach) was
tenders as per their reputation. The tested outcomes depicted that

the intuitive hints about a contender’s fame particularly on social

media could be provided by assigning ranks to contenders on the
basis of sentiments expressed in tweets. However, this work had
several limitations. Firstly, sarcastic and symbolic texts were very
frequent on Twitter. The approaches employed in this work did not
explain these effects in specific manner.

rithms were used in this work for improving classification out-

comes in the area of sentiment analysis [14]. In this work, a hybrid
combined two classification algorithms called support vector machine and decision tree together. The ensemble algorithms improved the efficacy and trustworthiness of the recommended ap-

proach. The tested results depicted that the recommended scheme
provided better classification outcomes in terms of different performance parameters.

Pragya Juneja., et al. (2017) used several supervised machine

Endang Wahyu Pamungkas., et al. (2016) performed lexicon-

learning algorithms for classifying twitter’s data into sentiments

such as positive, negative, and neutral. The tested outcomes dem-

work, the most efficient machine learning classification model was

based sentiment analysis of Indonesian language [12]. The clas-

sification of sentiment data was carried out in three sentiments

onstrated that the recommended approach achieved classification

accuracy of 0.68. In general, the recommended approach achieved

good results in sentiment classification. This work detected some
problems as well. It was possible to use these issues as a base to
carry out more research work. Initially, a non-standard language

was detected in the dataset. The next issue was related to the dis-

satisfaction of expectation event. The very last issue was related to
vagueness.

(positive or negative) [15]. The main aim of this work was to make

predictions about the results of Delhi Corporation Elections. In this
also identified. This work highlighted the behavior of several classification models on the basis of twitter dataset of different political parties. The tested outcomes revealed that the Multinomial Na-

ïve Bayes classification model outperformed the other classifiers

and achieved classification accuracy of 78%. The recommended
model could be modified in the nearby future to deal with the texts
having different meanings.
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Conclusion and Recommendation
The main aim of this work was to make predictions about the

results of Delhi Corporation Elections. In this work, the most ef-

ficient machine learning classification model was also identified.
This work highlighted the behavior of several classification mod-

els on the basis of twitter dataset of different political parties. The
tested outcomes revealed that the Multinomial Naïve Bayes clas-

sification model outperformed the other classifiers and achieved
classification accuracy of 78%. The recommended model could be
modified in the nearby future to deal with the texts having different
meanings.
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